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Abstract: It has been known since long that an oversampled function can be represented by a generalized sine series 
which converges much faster than the usual one. We show that the speed of convergence is exponential and give 
numerical approximations to the kernel function involved in the generalized series. The practical consequence is that a 
bandlimited function which is oversampled can be evaluated at any point with accuracy 0( L ee&) using 0( f.) 
operations. 
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1. Introduction 
Let f be a bandlimited function. i.e. its Fourier transform 
I( 5) = (21rP”2/e-i.Ytf( x) dx 
is zero for ],$I > b. b is called the band-width of f. Shannon’s sampling theorem [3] states that f 
can be recovered from discrete values f( Al). I E h. provided the sampling interval h satisfies the 
Nyquist condition 
h <T/b. 
In that case, f is given by the sine-series. where sinc( s) = sin( x)/x. 
0.1) 
Theorem 1. Let f be a bandlimited function b*vith und-width h, und let h < q/h. Then. 
f(x)=xf(hl) sinc$x--Al). 
I 
(1.2) 
If (1.1) is oversatisfied, i.e. if h < T/b, f is called oversampled. Usually, oversampling is avoided 
in order to make the sampling process as efficient as possible. However it has been pointed out 
by Campbell [2] and others that an oversampled function can be represented as a generalized 
sine-series. 
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Theorem 2. Let f he a handlimited function with hand-h*idth 
CT-function btith support in [ - 1, f 11 and normalized such that 
fi~)=Cf(hl)~i(~-hj(x-~~/)~ sincz(x--A/). 
I 
h. and let h -C a/h. If y is a 
p(O) = 1. then 
(1.3) 
Here. 7 denotes the inverse Fourier transform of y. 
Since jJ is the inverse Fourier transform of a Cc?-function we have y(x) + 0 as 1.~1 + x faster 
than any power of x. Hence (1.3) converges much faster than (1.2). This means that in the 
evaluation of (1.3) it suffices to retain only a few terms, i.e. an oversampled function can be 
recovered very efficiently. For an application to computerized tomography see [4]. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that 7 in fact decays exponentially and to derive a 
rigorous error bound for the truncation error in (1.3). We also give approximations to 7 by 
rational functions. 
2. The generalized sine series 
For the convenience of the reader we give a quick proof of Theorem 2. 
The Fourier series for j in [ -7/h, T/II] reads 
j(t) = h(2n)-“*if e-‘@“. (2.1) 
Since h < q/h, f(6) = 0 for 151 > IT/~. Hence the right hand side of (2.1) provides the extension 
of f to R’ with period 27~/h, its support being 
u@+ SUPPLO). 
I 
Since supp( f) G [-h. h], (2.1) holds not only in [--q/h, r/h] but also in [-a, a] where 
a = 2n/h - h > h. Therefore, if \k E C, X is 1 in [-b, 61 and 0 outside [-a, u], then 
~(~)=h(21~)-‘“~f(h/)9(E) epith’ (2.2) 
on R’. If y is a function as in the theorem and x the characteristic function of [ - 1, + 11, then 
we can put 
q(t) = (27) -‘%Vh - h)-‘/uj(E- q)/(; - h))x[$sj dv. 
Taking the inverse Fourier transform of (2.2) we obtain 
f(x) = h(27i)-“2Cf.(hf)+(x - hl). 
(2.3) 
Observing that g = (2/T)“*sinc and using the convolution theorem for the inverse Fourier 
transform we obtain from (2.3) 
9(x-) = h-‘(2a)“‘y((T/h - b)x) sinc(Tx/h). 
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Using this in our series for f yields (1.3). 
Next we derive a simple estimate for the truncation error in (1.3). Let 
fL(4 = c 
I.\ -h/l <hl_ 
b)(x-h/)j sinct(.y--hl). 
We are interested in an estimate on f - fL. 
Theorem 3. Let f be a handlimited function with handnidth h, and let h -C q/h. Let y be as in 
Theorem 2. Then. 
I(f-f,)(x)/~I~-“211f~~~,(iW~)sup{I~(x)I: x>,(rr-bh)L}. 
Proof. From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain 
(2.4) 
I(f-f,)(x)l*= c f(hl)u(~~-bi(\--hl)) sincf(x-hl) * 
/.\ -h/l >hL 
6 (2.5) 
Since the sampling of f satisfies the Nyquist condition (l.l), we obtain from a corollary of 
Shannon’s sampling theorem 
hClf(hlj/‘=/lf(-~)t2d-~. 
I 
In the same way, since sine has band-width 1. 
h~~sinc~(x-hl)~2=/sinc’$.r-~~) d?%=h. 
I 
Using the last two estimates in (2.5) we obtain (2.4). 0 
An obvious choice for the function y in Theorem 2 is 
where 
c = (2,,#* 
is a normalizing factor which is chosen such that y(O) = 1. 
Theorem 4. Let y be the function (2.6). Then. for .Y 2 1. 
Iy(x)l< &.-‘/*c_x ,1+4/+v7. 
Proof. We have 
y(x) = (2,+‘5 
/ 
+‘el/tE2-1)+i.\td& 
-1 
(2.6) 
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Integrating by parts k times we obtain for x > 1 
Now we use tools from complex analysis. Cauchy’s integral formula yields for - 1 < 5 < 1 
e’/‘:2-lyz _ [)+‘d; 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
where C is made up of the four straight lines connecting the points k 1, + i in the complex 
;-plane. (The function exp(l/( z2 - 1)) is not analytic at z = k 1, but we justify (2.8) by replacing 
+I by k(l -E) and letting E -+ 0.) Let Cl be the part of C which connects 1 with i. On Cl we 
put 2 = r + i(1 - t), 0 G t G 1 to obtain 
Ke-..$--= 1 - 1 1 
z -1 2(t-1) 1 +t2 ‘<4(r-1). 
The integral over C, can now be estimated in the following way: 
/ 
1e’/‘4”-‘)‘(1 _ I)-‘-‘& < fi sup e-‘/(41r)U-k-1s 
0 O<U<’ 
We use the inequality 
e’ 3 ~T’~/H!. 1’ > 0. I1 =o, 1.2.... 
with c = l/(41/). 11 = k + 1. obtaining 
e-1/(41r) 
U -k-1 < (k + 1)!4’:+‘. 
hence we have for the integral over C, the bound 
il 
el/+ly,_~) -/‘-‘d,_ < fi(k + 1)!4’+‘. 
c, 
The integrals over the remaining parts of C are estimated in exactly the same way. i.e. we get for 
the integral over C simply four times this bound. Therefore we obtain from (2.8) for - 1 < 5 < 1 
((d/d<) ’ e”(t’-“i< (4fi/21~)k!(k + 1)!4k+‘, 
and. from (2.7) 
/j~( s) / < (4v’l/a)(2~)-“‘~~~-~~!( k + 1)!4/‘+‘. 
Now we make use of the equality [l, formula 6.1.381 
k! < fik’+‘/‘e-“. 
(2.9) 
Writing it down a second time with k replaced by k + 1 and multiplying both inequalities yields 
k!( k + l)! < 2&+‘/2( k + l)A+“Z e-2k-l 
k + 1 
i 1 
2(.4+‘) 
~2~(k+l)2k+2e-‘k’.-1<27re 7 . 
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Using this in (2.9) we obtain 
Now we choose k so as to minimize this expression. By elementary tools of calculus we find that 
the optimal k is close to $fi. Putting k + 1 = ifi + u with some u in [O. 1) we get 
17(x) 1~ (8/6)ce-x 
-fi/z-U-tl(&+ 2u)d7+2u e-g+2u 
= (S/\l;;)cex((l + 2~/&)“+‘~ e-“I\ e-4”. 
The term in braces can be estimated by e4uZ/q’, as can be seen from (1 + u/u)“ G e”, u. L’ 2 0. 
The theorem follows. 0 
We shall see in the next section that Theorem 4 is not optimal as far as the factor SK”‘cx is 
concerned. However, we feel that the factor ewp is best possible. At least it can not be replaced 
by e-&y1 with some 6 > 0. If this were true, the function 
y(z) = (21r)-*‘I e’-“v(x) dx 
J 
would be analytic in the strip ]Im z] < 6 of the complex z-plane. This is impossible since y has 
zeros of infinite order at z = k 1. At different question is if, by an appropriate choice of y, an 
estimate of the order exp( -Ix]“) with u close to 1 can be achieved, see [5, Chapt. VI]. 
Now we come to the main result of our paper. 
Theorem 5. Let f he a handlimited function M’ith band-width b and let h < n/b. i.e. a = T - bh > 0. 
Let y be the function (2.6). Then, if aL > 1. 
I( f - fL)( x) 1 G h-“‘K( aL)aL e-vZ/l f IIl_2CwlJ, 
K(u) = ST- l/zc e’ +4/,iT_ 
Proof. The bound of Theorem 4 is a decreasing function of x for x >, 1. Using this in Theorem 3 
gives Theorem 5: •I 
We conclude from Theorem 5 that evaluating 2 L + 1 terms in the generalized sine series gives 
an accuracy of order aL e -4L. Here, a depends on the oversampling factor. If f is oversampled 
by a factor u, i.e. ah = T/b, then a = ~(1 - l/a). 
3. Approximation of p 
In order to apply the generalized sine series in practice we have to find an expedient way to 
evaluate 7 where y is defined in (2.6). For this purpose we give a piecewise rational approxima- 
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tion to the function 7. The values of y have been computed by numerical integration using the 
NAG routine DOlANF in double precision. The approximation has been carried out with the 
IMSL routine IRATCV in single precision. All computations have been done on the IBM 3032. 
For a graph of p see Fig. 1. The approximation in each subinterval has the form 
Q(x) = &(x - 1?1)^, ; h,(x - n*)“ 
/,=O 
where m is the midpoint of the subinterval. We have the estimates 
I?(x)-Q(x)i<lO-” forOgx<40. 
17(x)1<5*10-4 for x 2 40. 
The coefficients a,, h, are given in Table 1 for each subinterval of [0, 401 of length 5. From the 
numerical values we see that even the function le’i’v( x) 1 is slowly decaying as x + x. This means 
30.00 
Fig. 1. Graph of v( .Y ). 
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Table 1 
Coefficients of piecewise rational approximation to 7 
subinterval a0 
h0 
aI 
h, 
P. 51 
[5. IO] 
[lo. 151 
[15.20] 
[ 20. 251 
[25, 301 
[30. 351 
[35.40] 
0.584728 -0.251411 - 0.010858 0.007110 
1 0.040010 0.022789 0.0005 17 
- 0.071488 0.038915 0.015432 - 0.004603 
1 0.113894 0.034231 0.001948 
0.002007 - 0.020457 - 0.000241 0.001651 
1 0.181669 0.057192 0.007547 
0.008740 0.003174 - 0.002948 
1 0.118630 0.095243 
- 0.000050 
0 
- 0.002973 0.003391 0.000693 - 0.000354 
1 0.030828 0.048077 - 0.002685 
-0.001414 - 0.001887 0.000306 0.000207 
1 0.241197 0.078265 0.018285 
0.001169 - 0.000767 - 0.000311 0.000117 
1 - 0.071068 0.049563 - 0.012647 
0.000257 0.000685 - 0.000060 - 0.000066 
1 0.154374 0.066485 0.010572 
that the estimate in Theorem 4 is probably not optimal as far as the appearance of the factor x is 
concerned. 
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